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THE ATTACHED TRANSCRIPT WAS TYPED FROM A RECORDING AND NOT 

COPIED FROM AN ORIGINAL SCRIPT.  BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF MISHEARING 

AND THE DIFFICULTY IN SOME CASES OF IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL 

SPEAKERS, THE BBC CANNOT VOUCH FOR ITS COMPLETE ACCURACY. 

 

“FILE ON 4” 

 

Transmission:  Tuesday 30
th

 June 2020 

Repeat:  Sunday 5
th

 July 2020 

 

Producer:  Oliver Newlan 

Development Producer:  Jane Andrews 

Reporter:  Danny Shaw 

Editor:  Carl Johnston 

 

MUSIC 

 

ACTUALITY OF PROTEST 

 

PROTESTORS: [SHOUTING]  I can’t breathe, I can’t breathe … 

 

EXTRACT FROM ARCHIVE RECORDING 

 

MAN: George Floyd’s story has been the story of black folks. 

Because ever since 401 years ago, the reason we could never be who we wanted and dreamed 

of being is you kept your knee on our neck. 

 

SHAW: The killing of George Floyd thrust the issue of race to 

the top of the political agenda - outrage went viral. 

 

WOMAN: I was sat on my sofa, crying, stuck at the news; stuck at 

the news of yet another brutalised black body. 
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SHAW: It’s brought into focus the relationship between police 

and ethnic minority communities in the UK. 

 

ACTUALITY OF POLICE  

 

POLICE OFFICER: Stay where you are, police! 

 

WOMAN: [SCREAMING]  Oh my God!  What are you doing? 

 

POLICE OFFICER: … stay still, stay still, are you okay? 

 

SHAW: In this week’s File on 4, we explore concerns about 

racism and bias within the police.  We’ve uncovered startling new figures about the treatment 

of black and Asian officers across England and Wales, and hear troubling accounts from 

those involved. 

 

CHAUDHRI: I had the skill set, I understood neighbourhood, I’ve 

done a huge amount of work around communities, I understood the fight around knife crime, 

hate crime.  Unfortunately the post was withdrawn. 

 

MAN: If the police service can’t treat police officers 

themselves – who happen to be black and Asian – properly, how on earth can we deliver a 

good service to the public? 

 

DIAS:  If you were an Asian officer at Cleveland, the 

treatment that you got were always more severe because you were Asian.  

 

CHAUDHRI: So I’m from Pakistan originally.  I was born in 

Karachi, Pakistan. My father, when I was 18 months of age, brought back myself and my 

then six other brothers and sisters across to the UK in a van and we settled in the east end of 

London.  From a very young age, we had a number of issues with local communities.  I think 

there were some race issues and so on, and I watched that as I grew up.  I started to work in a 

menswear department shop.  I had a real eye for shoplifters, credit card fraudsters and I used 

to get the police coming to the shop a lot, and they used to say to me, ‘You’re really good at 
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CHAUDHRI cont: this sort of stuff, you’ve got a lot of common sense, 

you’re really streetwise, why don’t you consider a career in the police service?’  It took me 

seven years and four attempts to finally get accepted into the Metropolitan Police, but it was 

probably, I’d say, one of the happiest days of my life.   

 

SHAW: Shabnam Chaudhri recalling her decision - as a young 

Muslim woman - to join the UK’s biggest police force, against the wishes of her parents.  It 

was the 1990s: there were race attacks in London and overt racism within the Met.  It’s the 

first interview Shabnam has given about her experiences. 

 

CHAUDHRI: They used to call me The Bounty – The Bounty 

meaning that you’re brown on the outside and you’re white on the inside.  Now look, I was 

less than two years in the job, I just wanted to get on with the job, so did I take it?  Yes, I did.  

I had an occasion where an officer came into the crime squad office and we’d recovered some 

weapons and he basically grabbed hold of me, put this weapon to my head and said, 

‘Everybody stop or the Paki gets it.’ 

 

SHAW: Did you ever raise concerns about some of those 

comments, some of that behaviour? 

 

CHAUDHRI: No, I didn’t, I never said anything, I’d go along with it, 

I’d laugh along with it, because I wanted to be seen as part of a group, as part of the team, 

and so you accept a lot of the banter. 

 

SHAW: Except the banter developed into something more 

sinister when Shabnam Chaudhuri tried to advance her career, by moving up a rank from 

constable to sergeant.  Promotion has often been a struggle for ethnic minority police officers 

- there are only five at the most senior levels in England and Wales, and only once, in Kent, 

has a force had a black Chief Constable.  

 

CHAUDHRI: So, with eight and a half years in the rank, which is 

very reasonable, I decided to apply for a promotion.  Suddenly I got called back to do my 

yearly appraisal.  When I put the application in, they’d put something, a really derogatory 

comment about that I was only good for the popular diversity of the borough, so basically 
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CHAUDHRI cont: implying that if I hadn’t been Asian, I’d be pretty 

rubbish at my job, which I found really offensive.  I appealed the decision not to put me 

forward and I was successful in that appeal. 

 

SHAW: But how did that experience make you feel about the 

force? 

 

CHAUDHRI: It didn’t make me feel bad about the force, it … I’ll get 

upset about this, erm, I felt terrible, I felt it had knocked my confidence.  I kind of sensed that 

if I go into the CID world, which was very, very under-representative of females and 

minority officers, that it was going to cause me a problem.  So instead of taking up the post 

that was rightfully mine as a detective sergeant, I decided to take a post in uniform, because I 

felt maybe it was a safer option for me. 

 

SHAW: But that’s extraordinary though, that you were diverted 

from your plan because of that situation. 

 

CHAUDHRI: It was extraordinary probably, but it’s called survival.  

 

MUSIC 

 

SHAW: Shabnam Chaudhri’s struggles in the Met came as it 

was branded ‘institutionally racist’ by the Macpherson Inquiry into the murder of the black 

teenager Stephen Lawrence.  The report made seventy recommendations, sparking a 

transformation in the way murder investigations are conducted.  But there’s increasing 

evidence progress on race issues has stalled.  Ethnic minority officers continue to flag 

concerns about discrimination and victimisation at work at a higher rate than their white 

colleagues - and when they do raise the alert, their careers often suffer. After Shabnam 

Chaudhri alleged hearing offensive and racist comments at a race relations training course, 

she was labelled a troublemaker who’d played the race card. 

 

CHAUDHRI: A catalogue of things had happened over a very, very 

short period of time - the job that I loved suddenly being somewhere that I was scared to 

work.  My position became untenable.  Stuff went missing off my desk, my team stopped 
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CHAUDHRI cont: talking to me, then I’m thinking, how am I supposed to 

do my job?  How am I supposed to investigate crime, deliver a service to the people of 

London, to victims of crime, when I can’t even sit in an office and do my job? 

 

SHAW: It’s really upsetting you, recalling this, isn’t it? 

 

CHAUDHRI: I don’t, I, it’s, sometimes it’s raw, but it drove me more 

at the time and since then to make sure that, you know, that I try and support other officers 

within the organisation to stop this kind of thing from happening. 

 

SHAW: Shabnam’s complaint led to lengthy legal proceedings, 

which proved to be embarrassing and costly for Scotland Yard.  In 2005, it had to pay 

damages to the officers she’d accused, because an employment tribunal ruled the force had 

treated them unfairly.  

 

MUSIC 

 

EXTRACT FROM ARCHIVE RECORDING 

 

MAN: The investigation looked at two things - police 

practices and policies and individual officers.  And despite many commendable new policies 

and training initiatives, I discovered a minority of officers who held extreme racist views. 

  

SHAW: By that point, the BBC had broadcast undercover 

filming of racism among recruits at Greater Manchester Police.  Another report was ordered, 

by the Commission for Racial Equality; this time there were 125 recommendations.  But the 

problems resurfaced a decade later. Scotland Yard was scolded by another employment 

tribunal for a policy that those investigating internal grievances should not make findings of 

discrimination.  Retired Police Commander, Victor Olisa - who was one of the Met’s most 

senior black officers - says he became aware of the directive when assessing complaints. 

 

OLISA: I had a number of these to deal with, you know, 

ranging from four white officers from the support group who felt they’d been discriminated 

against, to individual black colleagues, who felt that they hadn’t been recommended for 
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OLISA cont: specialist posts.  The documents, when I got them, the 

write-up was, ‘This is the initial grievance, but we don’t believe there’s sufficient evidence 

there that it’s a racially-motivated grievance.’  So the essence is, you’re an investigator, don’t 

concentrate on the racial element; concentrate on actually investigating what else is behind 

this, so you can resolve it.  This is the line, focus on that line   and don’t move onto that. 

 

SHAW: So what did you think of that advice that you were 

given, that’s basically saying we don’t really think there’s racism involved here? 

 

OLISA: It shirks the whole essence of what it is that you’re 

investigating.  It almost shuts it out. 

 

SHAW: The Metropolitan Police told us there is no place for 

discrimination or victimisation in the force.  It acknowledges grievance procedures needed a 

complete overhaul and says it has now made improvements, including setting up a dedicated 

Discrimination Investigation Unit.  

 

MUSIC 

 

SHAW: But we’ve been examining a disturbing case at 

Cleveland Police, which centres around an investigation by the force into one of its own 

highly rated inspectors.  An Asian officer, he had to give up the job he loved after blowing 

the whistle on racism. 

 

DIAS: It was horrible.  Horrendous in every way, shape and 

form.  My career was being taken away from me.  I was being ostracised from everybody I 

knew within the force.  I was being labelled a criminal, and so you can imagine it was hell. 

 

SHAW: Mark Dias had been on a fast-track to senior ranks at 

Cleveland Police, having been selected for their High Potential Development Scheme.  But 

events turned sour in 2012. 
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DIAS: It was only really after a couple of years that I started 

to see things happening to not only me, but other Asian officers, that just started to make me 

feel that things weren’t just right.  One that was quite clear for myself was the fact that Asian 

officers were considered trophies.  If there was a promotion process going forward, you’d 

find that an Asian officer was selected for either a discipline process or a development 

process, so that that individual, that manager who was looking at being promoted could use 

that experience as part of their competency assessment for the promotion board.  You were a 

trophy, you know - I’ve disciplined an Asian officer.  The Professional Standards Department 

would seem to go out hell for leather for an Asian officer in terms of their investigation, but 

also the sanction also seemed to be more severe as well.  There was a real feeling that Asian 

officers were corrupt.  

 

SHAW: Mark Dias made a number of complaints alleging he’d 

been racially discriminated against.  Eventually, Cleveland Police set up an equality review, 

which he says identified institutional racism, but the force told the media it had not - 

prompting Mark to take matters into his own hands. 

  

DIAS: So I called the newspaper - it was the Northern Echo - 

and said there had been a report that identified institutional racism at Cleveland, but I 

couldn’t speak about it because it was confidential.  That was the extent of my call, it was 85 

seconds long.  And I admitted to Cleveland Police that it was me that had spoken to the 

newspaper, and I was suspended and they issued with me papers of criminal investigation. 

 

SHAW: Was it wise, in retrospect, for a police officer like 

yourself to call up a newspaper like that to correct something that had been said in the media?  

I mean, surely you should have taken internal steps to try and get it corrected. 

 

DIAS: We’d been having internal steps for four years to try 

and correct the perception.  There’d been an admission of institutional racism within the 

force.  The concern I had was they were just going to bury it, and there is a point when any 

police officer or any public servant needs to whistle-blow and that whistle-blowing can, in 

circumstances, involve the media. 

 

SHAW: Wasn’t there a whistle-blowing line for police officers?  
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DIAS: The whistle-blowing line went into the Professional 

Standards Department at Cleveland Police - and that was the problem. 

 

SHAW: After Mark called the Northern Echo, he was 

suspended and placed under investigation.  Cleveland Police used intrusive powers, usually 

deployed to catch drug traffickers and terrorists, to check who he’d been in contact with. 

 

DIAS: They had used surveillance against me, and that was 

phone records, and they looked at four months of my call history.  They said I’d also been 

involved in a media leak of a murder inquiry.  I’d never either had the ways or the means to 

be able to disclose that information.   

 

SHAW: Mark went to the Investigatory Powers Tribunal, which 

assesses complaints about state surveillance.  In 2016, the Tribunal ruled decisively in his 

favour, saying there was ‘no case justifying the obtaining of communications data, and 

certainly not of this breadth.’  A year later, Cleveland Police apologised to Mark and agreed a 

settlement worth half a million pounds.  The force praised him for standing up against 

institutional racism and wrongdoing.  

When you settled this action with Cleveland Police, they issued a statement saying you had 

been vindicated, you had an apology from the Chief Constable for the hurt and distress 

caused and the damage to your reputation and career.  Is that enough for you? 

 

DIAS: I always wanted to go back and be a cop, that’s what I 

wanted to do.  And Cleveland offered for me to go back, but were not able to guarantee my 

safety. 

 

SHAW: What did they mean by, ‘We can’t guarantee your 

safety.’? 

 

DIAS: Pretty much that, you know, it was an institutional 

problem at Cleveland.  The Chief Constable was very clear - he couldn’t keep me safe if I 

came back.  And I think - and I interpreted from what he said - my safety was at risk. 

 

SHAW: So people would be out to get you? 
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DIAS: Correct. 

 

SHAW: Cleveland Police says there is no place for 

discrimination or inequality in policing and promises to listen and learn from past mistakes. 

In a statement, the current Chief Constable Richard Lewis says, ‘We are on a journey and 

while we are not the organisation we were historically, we are still on a path of learning.’  

However, we’ve established the force faces legal action brought by other former and serving 

Asian officers, who were allegedly targeted because of their race.  Three separate claims, 

including that of Mark Dias, have already been settled. 

 

MUNRO: Amongst the cases I’ve come across, I would say Mark 

Dias’s case is one of the most frightening and the most concerning, because the legislation 

that was used to tap his phone should be used for serious, organised crime.  What happened 

to Mark Dias is absolutely appalling. 

 

SHAW: Inspector Tola Munro, from Avon and Somerset 

Police, is President of the National Black Police Association, or NBPA, which represents 

ethnic minority officers in the UK.  The NBPA says it’s heard numerous accounts of black 

and Asian officers who find themselves under investigation after sounding the alert about the 

behaviour of others.   

 

MUNRO: You’ve raised your head above the parapet, your name 

is known and therefore it may not be the person that you whistle-blew against, but the others 

will then start to take pot shots at you, and you find yourself then subject to disciplinary 

procedures from matters that are sometimes nothing to do with policing, that your white 

colleagues, if they were investigated for, would also find themselves in the system, but 

they’re not, which is why we see the disproportionality going all the way through the 

disciplinary system.  

 

MUSIC 

 

SHAW: Figures on the ethnicity of those involved in police 

misconduct cases are not publicly available, so the NBPA used the Freedom of Information 

Act to get the details.  Policing organisations were asked about ongoing investigations.  The 
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SHAW cont: results have been shared exclusively with File on 4. 

Thirty-two - almost three-quarters of the total - responded in full.  Out of more than 9,000 

officers who were being investigated, around 1,300 were from an ethnic minority.  That’s 

over 14%.  Where inquiries had progressed to a misconduct meeting or a gross misconduct 

hearing, there were 340 ethnic minority officers involved out of about 1,600 - that’s more 

than 20%.  And yet less than 7% of police officers in England and Wales are from ethnic 

minorities. Tola Munro:  

 

MUNRO: Complaints from members of the public are 

proportionate regardless of ethnicity, but it’s inside the station, it’s internally that we see the 

disproportionality.  

 

SHAW: In March, a study from the National Police Chiefs’ 

Council - which represents the highest-ranking officers - found that police who have to line 

manage or supervise colleagues are reluctant to deal with complaints from black and minority 

ethnic, or BAME, officers.  They tend to refer cases to Professional Standards Departments, 

almost two-thirds of which have no ethnic minority officers working for them.  Deputy Chief 

Constable Phil Cain, from North Yorkshire Police, wrote the report. 

 

 CAIN: Supervisors were fearful of being subject to 

employment tribunals, being called racist, so as a result they would rather try and ask another 

department to pick up the issues.  And if supervisors don’t have the confidence to deal with 

low-level minor issues with their BAME officers, what we were finding is that they were 

waiting for those to be packaged up, provide those to Professional Standards Department, 

who would then look at that bundle in its entirety and carry out a severity assessment.  Now 

because the bundle was packaged up, there is a greater chance of those BAME officers being 

subject to misconduct or gross misconduct investigations.  

  

SHAW: But this isn’t the first time that this issue has been 

raised - we are now in 2020.  The problem has been identified by report after report.  So why 

are we still having this problem now?  
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CAIN: So, you’re absolutely right, Danny.  This is the same 

story that’s been told.  We’ve had the Macpherson Report, we’ve had other reports, etc.  

They’re saying all the same things.  We are now looking to work with the College of 

Policing, to look at how we can introduce some additional training.  So from February of this 

year, there’s some new police conduct regulations that have come into force and that requires 

supervisors to look at dealing with issues at the lowest level at the earliest opportunity. 

 

ACTUALITY OF MARCH 

 

CHAUDHRI: We are marching through London.  This is one of the 

most iconic times in the history of policing.  I’ve got 30 years in …. 

 

SHAW: Last year, Shabnam Chaudhri celebrated the 100th 

anniversary of Women in Policing.  But the last few years of her career were an almost 

constant battle against the Met’s Professional Standards Department.  In 2015, she’d spotted 

an opening at the Inspectorate of Constabulary, the policing watchdog known as HMIC.  

 

CHAUDHRI: I successfully passed the interview, I had the skill set, 

you know, 2015 – by then I’d been a Detective Chief Inspector, I’d done a uniform stint as a 

uniform Chief Inspector, I understood neighbourhoods, I’ve done a huge amount of work 

around communities, I understood the fight again around knife crime, hate crime, so quite an 

extensive portfolio.  Applied for the post, successful, fantastic, even had a leaving do.  The 

start day was like a week later, literally a week later. 

 

SHAW: But the offer was suddenly withdrawn.  It emerged 

there’d been a problem during the vetting process.  Shabnam had declared she knew someone 

whose family may have been involved in crime.  The Professional Standards Department 

graded the association as ‘medium risk’, ruling her out of the job.  It was later downgraded to 

‘low risk’, but by then it was too late.  The Inspector of Constabulary, for whom Shabnam 

was going to work, Zoe Billingham, was furious.  

 

READER: I am writing to express formally my disappointment 

with the way in which the Metropolitan Police Service has dealt with Shabnam Chaudhri’s 

application to become my staff officer. 
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SHAW: In a letter to the Met’s Professional Standards 

Department, Ms Billingham made clear that if Shabnam applied to work at HMIC again, 

she’d expect the Met to take a different approach. 

 

READER: We would require a comprehensive written 

commentary explaining why the risk regarding Shabnam’s declarable association was 

reduced from medium to low in February 2016 at precisely the time she was due to join us.  I 

was pleased to hear that you have directed a review of the pre-employment check process.  

This should prevent a repeat of HMIC or another organisation receiving a call at the eleventh 

hour - something which in my view was extremely disappointing and entirely avoidable.  

 

MUSIC 

 

CHAUDHRI: There’s an unconscious bias, I think, where within 

Professional Standards, you have people that have worked there for years and years and 

years, who are set in their ways, who have certain views against certain sections of the 

community, whether it’s black or Asian or minority officers.  Of course I’m going to know 

people that are from a background, they may do bad things, but my involvement with them is, 

you know, very limited.  

 

SHAW: Scotland Yard says it’s altered its employment and 

vetting process to make it smoother.  It says all officers now have training in unconscious 

bias, diversity and inclusion.  But two years later, just as Shabnam applied for a permanent 

role as a superintendent, she was again at loggerheads with her Professional Standards 

Department.  An anonymous caller to an internal tip-off service, known as the Right Line, 

claimed she hadn’t recorded her work hours properly, falsifying entries on a computer 

system.  She’d been warned before about the need to document her hours.  Shabnam was 

placed under investigation over allegations of gross misconduct. 

 

CHAUDHRI: I was just devastated, because it kind of come out like 

a bolt out of the blue.  Yeah, of course I recognised how serious it was, it’s a sackable 

offence.  I could have, you know, I could have lost my job. 
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SHAW: You’re a senior officer, you have to set an example, 

you have to play by the rules and you’d had this warning previously about not booking on, 

and then there’s been another complaint about you. 

 

CHAUDHRI: Absolutely.  However, the complaint came from the 

Right Line, all right, and that begs the question, why do people feel the need to go to the 

Right Line about my booking on and booking off?  Why didn’t the organisation think, hang 

on a second, this is a prevalent problem, particularly amongst senior officers.  Let’s have a 

look at that first of all. 

 

SHAW: The Met says it has a duty to thoroughly investigate 

potential wrongdoing, pointing out that other senior officers have been investigated over 

similar allegations.  The force did not pursue the gross misconduct claims against Shabnam, 

but gave her management advice about failing to use the booking on system correctly.  The 

inquiry, which had gone on for seven months, took its toll and proved to be the final chapter 

in her long career. 

 

CHAUDHRI: I got diagnosed with PTSD, I developed tinnitus.  I 

used to work from Scotland Yard to Blackfriars.  I’d phone my sister and I’d cry and cry and 

cry down the phone, because I was so gutted that there was a chance I was going to lose my 

job.  It warranted me to leave at just over 30 years.  I’d have loved to have stayed for 35, but 

if I’d have stayed, I’d have been watching my back and I didn’t want to be doing that 

anymore.  I’d be scared that every time I got a phone call, are they watching me?  Have I 

done something wrong?  

 

SHAW: Shabnam Chaudhri left the Met when she was able to 

retire.  But confronted with similar career hurdles, many Asian and black officers don’t last 

the distance - they’re more likely to resign or be dismissed than their white colleagues.  It’s 

one reason why they remain significantly under-represented in the service.  Although the 

numbers have been gradually increasing each year, the most recent figures, for 2019, show 

there were 8,329 ethnic minority officers across England and Wales.  If the service truly 

reflected the population, there’d be double that number. 
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EXTRACT FROM RECRUITMENT ADVERT 

   

POLICE OFFICER: As a police officer it’s a privilege to serve our 

communities, to protect vulnerable people and to see them through some of the best and 

worst moments of their lives. 

 

PRESENTER: Now’s the time to make your difference – search ‘Join 

the police.’ 

 

SHAW: Last summer, the Government announced an 

unprecedented police recruitment campaign.  It’s given the service a huge opportunity to 

bolster ethnic minority representation at a time when Black Lives Matter has shone a light on 

the UK’s mainly white police workforce.  The aim is to increase overall officer numbers by 

20,000 by 2023.  Taking into account those who leave every year, some 50,000 will have to 

be hired.  Ben Bowling is Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice at King’s College, 

London. 

 

BOWLING: There has been in the past a vicious circle, where 

ethnic minority communities have seen the police, in some instances, are like, is like an 

occupying army or police force, which doesn’t represent the communities that it serves and is 

therefore unwilling to join the police, unwilling to provide information to the police, is not 

seen as supportive of the police.  And I think that there is an opportunity now, particularly 

with a commitment to increase police numbers, to turn an historical vicious cycle into a 

virtuous cycle, increasing the diversity of the police force, increases public confidence and 

trust in the police organisation, to increase the quality of service that the police force provides 

to the public. 

 

SHAW: Isn’t there a danger, though, that just by focusing on 

getting numbers up, attracting more people into the service, you miss the other problems and 

the difficulties which are still evident in terms of promotion blocks, misconduct processes 

which are disproportionate, grievances not taken seriously enough? 
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BOWLING: I think they’re all linked.  Attracting a more diverse 

police service requires engaging with the internal problems of promotion, retention and the 

internal culture. 

 

MUSIC 

 

SHAW: The National Police Chiefs’ Council says that means 

addressing the shortfall of black and Asian officers in specialist police units.  Official data, 

seen by File on 4, show last year there were only two ethnic minority officers among 184 in 

the mounted police, 15 out of 734 dog handlers, and 11 among 426 detectives in special 

investigations teams.  The figures relate to the principal role of officers in 42 forces.  They 

were compiled by the Home Office but never made public.  Phil Cain is the NPCC’s lead 

officer on workforce representation and diversity.  

 

CAIN: I think again, this is something that the service has to 

really turn a magnifying glass on itself and we need to really have a look at this and 

understand why, and the best route for us understanding why that’s taking place is to engage 

with the black and ethnic minority communities within the service to understand why 

potentially they’re either not applying for some of those posts or why they feel they’re not 

being able to achieve some of those posts. 

 

SHAW: Do you think when you look at all these problems 

continuing - specialist posts, over-representation in misconduct proceedings, do you think 

there are still elements of the police that are institutionally racist? 

 

CAIN: I think if you were to say to me, do all those BAME 

officers and staff start at the same starting point and run a fair race in everything that we’re 

doing within the organisation, I think the answer to that is today, no, they don’t.  I think today 

we’ve got more work to do to make sure that everybody is on the same starting line.  What 

we need to be talking about is, how do we become institutionally inclusive as a service?   

 

EXTRACT FROM NEWS REPORT 
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NEWSREADER: One of the UK’s most senior black female police 

officers has been sacked for gross misconduct after being found guilty of possessing an image 

of child sex abuse.  Our Home Affairs correspondent, Danny Shaw reports. 

 

SHAW: In November, after Robyn Williams was convicted … 

 

Earlier this year, I reported on the downfall of Robyn Williams.  She was one of the country’s 

most high-profile and respected black female officers, who’d spent 36 years at the Met and 

Nottinghamshire Police.  Her case has polarised opinion in the service, raising awkward 

questions for her supporters and fuelling the decades-long sense of mistrust among black 

officers in the misconduct system.  It shows how difficult it is for police to handle allegations 

of wrongdoing by ethnic minority officers. 

 

WRIGHT: Many people who have done good things in the past 

commit criminal offences and are prosecuted for them.  It was one of the tragedies of the 

case, but it doesn’t mean it was inappropriate to prosecute her.  

 

SHAW: Richard Wright QC led the prosecution at Robyn 

Williams’ trial.  In 2018, her sister, Jennifer Hodge, received a 54-second video clip of a 

young girl being sexually abused by a man.  Hodge was disgusted and, in the hope the 

attacker would be caught, sent the video on WhatsApp to 17 people, including her police 

superintendent sister.  Although there was no evidence Williams had opened the video, 

played it or had a sexual interest in it, Richard Wright says it was crystal clear what it was 

from a frame of the footage, a thumbnail image on her phone. 

 

WRIGHT: There was overwhelming evidence that Robyn 

Williams had seen that image.  She knew exactly what it was and she’d spoken to her sister 

about it.  Her sister had sent the image to 16 other people.  All of those other people either 

reported it to the police as soon as they received it - which is of course what a senior police 

officer should have done - or they immediately deleted the message and sent Mrs Hodge a 

message saying, why on earth have you sent this to me?  So each of those people had a 

complete defence to the charge, because the law provides that if you’ve received an 

unsolicited image, which you delete within a reasonable period of time, you have not 
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WRIGHT cont: committed an offence.  Robyn Williams received the 

image, did not speak to the police, did not inform the authorities and did not delete it.  

 

SHAW: Williams was sentenced to 200 hours’ unpaid work and 

ordered to register for five years as a sex offender.  Her colleague, Janet Hills, who leads the 

Metropolitan Black Police Association, was outraged the case had gone to court, saying it 

should have been independently reviewed at an early stage and dealt with solely as an 

internal misconduct matter.  She has described the prosecution as a witch hunt.  

 

HILLS: The reason why I would say it’s a witch hunt is 

because, in terms of the way they have demonised her, I don’t have any evidence to support 

that there was a person that was out to get her, I can’t say that, but from a broader 

perspective, I can say that if you’re from an African Caribbean or Asian background, that you 

believe that that is what happens to you within policing if you come under their microscope 

for misconduct. 

 

SHAW: But that can’t be kind of like a get out of jail free card, 

can it? 

 

HILLS: No, it cannot.  It just seems overbearing, the 

punishment, in terms of what we do know about what happened.  It still could have been 

dealt with internally without the criminal aspect.  

 

WRIGHT: Superintendent Williams was the Borough Commander 

at the time and had a personal responsibility for the safeguarding of children within the 

borough, so it was her particular responsibility to ensure that indecent images of children 

were properly investigated.   

 

SHAW: Richard Wright again. 

 

WRIGHT: When she received that image, she would not have 

known, could not have known as to whether that was an image that existed for a considerable 

period of time or whether it was a child within her borough who remained at risk of ongoing 

sexual abuse.  And if there is evidence that we’ve committed a serious criminal offence and if 
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WRIGHT cont: prosecution is in the public interest, then we can all 

expect to be prosecuted when we break the law.  And there is no different law for a police 

officer than there is for any other citizen.  

 

SHAW:  Williams is attempting to appeal against both her 

conviction and her dismissal.  The Met’s former Head of Diversity, Victor Olisa, says there 

are elements of racism in the way she’s been treated. 

 

OLISA:  I genuinely believe if Robyn had been a white female 

superintendent, she would not have been gripping the rails at the Old Bailey.  Her explanation 

in court, I find that hard to believe.  With 30 plus years of devoted commitment to the 

institution of policing, I think that could have been dealt with differently, I really do. 

 

SHAW: But was it dealt with in the way that it was because she 

was black? 

 

OLISA: I would say so, yes. 

 

SHAW: And what evidence do you have for that? 

 

OLISA: I don’t have any dutiful evidence I can give to you, I 

can only say to you my experience as a serving police officer, in my experience of seeing the 

way other people have been dealt with in the organisation.  So all these things get to a 

position where I’m just saying, where does the organisation stop and become proactive and 

ask the questions and then think about the reputational risk and then think about the damage 

to the individuals and think about the message to potential recruits and to the community or 

the section of the community we’ve been looking at and saying, what’s happening? 

 

MUSIC   

  

SHAW: Scotland Yard says it’s completely wrong to suggest 

Robyn Williams’ case was pursued because of her ethnicity and dismisses claims of a witch 

hunt.  Nevertheless, the affair provides an unsavoury backdrop to a national police 

recruitment campaign that has assumed vital importance in recent weeks.  The treatment of 
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SHAW cont: ethnic minorities within the police service remains as 

contentious as it was at the time of the Macpherson report, 21 years ago.   

 

OLISA: Part of the reason we haven’t moved on in dealing with 

this issue of racism, because I just don’t think they take it seriously.  And if you took it 

seriously, then the style of policing that’s delivered to the black community will be one of 

service rather than enforcement.  And it’s been said many, many a time. the police enforce 

against us more than they provide us a service, and I think the root of that stems from 

internally.   Take racism seriously, address it, try and deal with it and you’ll see a reflection 

in the way policing is delivered by officers, by teams, by the organisation to the black 

community. 

  

CHAUDHRI: It’s been one hell of a rollercoaster ride, with highs and 

with lows.  I’ve loved the job, I’ve loved what I’ve done, I’ve loved working with many of 

the people.  I mean, I do feel that on many occasions the organisation, the Met let me down.  I 

felt that there were occasions when you called out for help and support.  That help and that 

support wasn’t there.  They need to listen to the voices of the minority groups within the 

organisation to be able to tackle racism internally, which will have a huge positive impact on 

the wider communities externally.  


